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.A probability theorem, due to Lovasz, is used to derive lower bounds for various Ramsey 
functions. A short prcrof of the known result R(3. t ) 3 ct’/(ln I 1’ is given. 
0. lntroductioo 
The probabilisrk mefkod is a powerful technique for approaching asymptotic 
combinatorial problems. This paper considers an improvement on the bask 
probabilistic method based on a probability result due to Lovasz. We give Lovasz’s 
Theorem and its proof in Section 1. We shall apply it in succeeding sections to 
prove the following asymptotic results: [The function r(G, !‘) refers to the 
(off-diazond). Ramsey number; R {k, t) = r(Kc, K,); see succeelitng sections for 
detailed riefinitions.] 
Theorem 2.1. R (3, t) a ct’/(in r)‘. 
Theorem 2.2. Fix k * 3. Th,en R (k, I) 3 c (r/in t)*, where ti: = f<$) - 1 j/(k - 2). 
Thawem 3.1. f~C4,K,)~c((t~int)3’7. 
Theorem 3.4. Fix na b 3. There exists &z graph G on n vertices with girth (G ) > m 
and jy(G)> c)I trim-“////Ï PI, where x = ckomatic number. 
Tlle probabilistic method is discussed in detail in [S]. 
I. Probabtlsty 
Let 0 be a probability space and A !, . . .? A, events. Let G be a graph witIt vertex 
set (1,. . ., n). We say G is a dependence graph of (A,, . . ., A,,] if for 1 d i 5 n A, is 
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mutually independent of (A, : (i, j) ti G). The dependence graph is not determined 
byWL--.r A,. However, in ail applications there wili be an obvious “canonical” 
G. 
2 
“k*bmmm 1.1. (Lovasz). Let Al,. . ., A,, be events En a probability space 68 with 
dependence graph G. Suppose there exist xl, . . ., x, such that 0 K xi < I and 
(where the null’ product is interpreted as u&y). Then P( A Ai ) > 0. 
Proof.’ Let 2.I = (1,. . ., n}. For each S c U, define 
fi, s =8, 
Bs = 
n A,9 otherwise. 
I- 
We wish to prove that P(&) >O. This is ccrtainIy true if P(A: I&) > 0 for 
arbitrary i and S (i$Z S), for then, by induction, P(Bs) > 0 for alJ S G U. In fact, we 
shall prove that P(& 1 Bs) 5 xi, or, equivalently, P(Ai I&) s I- Xi+ This wiill be 5y 
induction on f S 1, with the case of 1 S I= 0 being immediate. Hence, we assume that 
BR) * x, for all j and all R with 1 R 1 c 1 S I. Let S = { 1, =. .* s} and T = 
S, (i,j}EG}=(l,.~.,t}. Now 
and we can bound the numerator and denomrnatur of the right hand side as foilows. 
Since A, and BS-T are independent, 
Since ) BR, / < 
and, hence, 
1 S 1, ihe induction sumption gives P (& IB 1 R, ,’ x, far j = X,,..,t 
, 
D 
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Combining the two bounds, we have Y(A, [ S.+G 1 - x,, completing the proof. 
In fact, we have shown 
though we do not make use of this r&It here. We shalt use Theorem 2 in a 
different form. Sea 
yi = (I- xi)/&%) 
so that 
X, = 1 - y, P(A, ). 
C&Mary Z .2. Zf there exist y {, . . ., yn. 0 < y, < P(A,)-’ su& that 
As 1 - yj P(AJ < exp [ - yj P(A/)] we have: 
Theorem 1.3. Under the assumption of Theoirem 1.1, if there zxkt positir!lz y 1, . . .) y,, 
with yJ’(A,) < 1 such tha 
We shall use Theorem 1.3 !n later sections. We note 
for all i, S, iE $. Thus yi is a measure of haw event Ai is effected by events A,. We 
now give a symmetric version of Theorem 1.3. 
Thmmm 1.4. Let A 1, . . ., A, IM events in p.&u&lity qmcc LI! buith P(A, ) d p, 
1 s i =G n. Let sat:k vertex of dqendence grapdt G kave degree s d. 
If 
n 3. Spencer 
(1 -&i)“(d-i+,,,: 1)’ 
we may rewrite Theorem 1.4 in a more convenient form: 
Tkarern 1.5. Let Al, . . ., A, be events in a probubilit) space $2 with P(Ai) c p, 
14 i s n. Let each vertex of kpendence grrrph G have degree 
thasz a(A Ape. 
G d. If ep (d + 1) < 1 
For any d let f(d) be the sup of those p such that if A,, . . ., A, have P(A,) c p 
and each vertex of dependence graph G has degree d d then P( A &) >O. 
Theorem 3 states 
An exact formula for f(d) appears difficult. While f(1) = 0.5 trivially, even f(2) is 
not known. We note f(d) S (d f I)-’ as one could take A r,. . ., A,,+,,? disjoint events 
each of probability *(d + I)-‘. 
Question. What is lim,+, df(d)? The existence of the limit is not known. 
Perhav l’heorems 1 .l, 1.3-l .5 can be extended to allow for **small dependence” 
among a “few” pairs A,, A,. CJne would like a result of the form: “If dependence 
graph G has “low” degree and covariance (A, A,) is “small” for “most” it j 
(i, j} E G, then P ( A A,) > 0.” Such a result could lead to improved bounds on the 
functions considered in this paper and, most particularly, the Ramsey function 
R (k, k) (see [7]). This author’s most strenuous efforts in this direction have met 
with failure. 
2. The Ramsey function R(&,t) 
Define R (k, s) to be the minimal integer n so that if the edges of K” are colored 
Red and Blue there is either a set S of k vertices ail of whose edges ate Red or a set 
T of I vertices all of whose edges are Blue. (The existenie of R (k, t) is given by 
Ramsey’s Theorem, see, e.g. 151). We shall first consider the case k = 3. 
Thewtm 21. R(3, t) 3 (c - o(l))(t/%n ri?!, c = l/27. 
This result is originally due to Erdos [2] (without explicit calculation of the 
constant) using a very different method. 
We find conditions on r, n that imply R(3, S)Z n. Let G be a two c~kwirrtg (Rtd 
and Blue) of K, where each edge is colored Red with probabihty p (ssrell, to be 
d~terrnin~~ and these probabilities are mutually independent. If S is a set of 3 
vertices, let As be the event that alI edges on S are Red. If T is,a set of 1 vei’tices let 
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& be the event that all edges are Blue. Now 
R(3,t)an iff P(~&nndj~)>O. 
(For R (3, t) 3 n iff it is possible to color K, so that al1 As, & arc false.) We wish to 
apply Theorem 2 with events As, BT. Define G with vertices As, BT with As 
adjacent to Br iff IS n T[ 232 and A&37) adjacent to As-(BTg) iff IS fl S’/ 2 2 
(IT’ fl T’f 3 2). Then G is a dependence graph for As, Br as if, say, f S fI T 1 c 2 the 
events AA & concern disjoint sets of edges. Define fVAA, NAB, IV&,, NeB by 
N XY = the number of nodes in G of type Y adjacent to a fixed node of type X. To 
each event As we correspond yl = y and to each Br we correspond yi = t. Then 
Theorem 1.3 becomes 
If there exis$ positive p, y, z such that 
then R (k, t) * n. 
Now Theorem 2.1 follows from elementary analysis. We note 
P(As) = p3 I’(&) = (I- p)(;j m exp[ - pr2/2] 
for p small. We bound 
since NABI NBS are less than the total number of vertices &. We bound 
N AA = 3(n -3)<3n, NBA =(i)(n-t)+(+ft’n. 
Clearly it suffices to shuw (1) with the N xy replaced by their upper bounds. Set 
p = Clll -IrZ, 
t = cgPInn, 
y=l+s, 
where c 4 1, cE, cz, c3 are: fixed, n approaching infinity. The critical term in the 
analysis are 
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If 
c*(c,c*- l)>c,>(l+ &)c:c: (2) 
then, for n sufficiently large, (1) holds. Now 
C*(C~C*-I)~(1+E)C:c~ iff Cz~(cI-(lfE)C:)“l (3) 
We wish to minimizt \‘2t and hence Z, such t:hat (1) holds. For fixed c2 > 3X6/2 we 
may set cl = 3-‘R and c sufficiently small such that (3) holds, and ther. fixed cs 
satisfying (2). That is, for t = [3V%/2 + o(l)]dG In R, R(3, t) a n. 
Expressing n in terms of t 
R(3, tp i$j-o(l)](tAn t)?. 
Theorem 2.2. Fix k 2 3. There exists a mutant c so that 
R fk, I) 3 c(I/ln t)B [ 1 - o(l)], P=[(,k)-l]/(k-2). 
Proaf. We sketch the proof, which is a generalization of Theorem 2.1. We define 
G, As, BT, where As is defined for 1 S I= k. 
itr the notation of Theorem 2.1, 
‘Then (I) holds for 
p = cln -“B, t = c2n r/e In n, 
2 = exp[c3tPB (In n)t], y=l+E, 
where cl, c2, cs are appropriately chosen. Expressing n in terms of t yields Themem 
2.2. 
A major open problem in the asymptotic study of Ramsey numbers is to 
determine a = cm(k) such that Rik, t) = t***‘). Then Theorem 2.2 shows: 
improving the previous results of this author [?I. T’hc “standard” llroof of Ramsey’s 
Theorem (see, e.g. [l]) yields 
SO ihat m(k) s k - 1. A plausible conjecture is that rmrqk) = k - I far aIt k * 3 but 
~~~~~ is not even known for k = 4. It is not even known if ar(k) exists for k 2 4. 
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3. The Ramsey flurwtion r G, K, ) 
Let G,H be i‘nite graphs. We define the Ramsey function r(G, N) as the 
minimal n so that if Kn is edge-colored Red and Blue thers: exists either a Red G or 
a Hue H. The existence of r(G, W) futiows from Ramsey’s Theorem. Let Ck denote 
a cycle with k: points. 
Theorem 3.1. r(C,, -by,) 3 c(f/in t)? 
We sketch the proof, which follows the tines of Theorem 2.1. Let G‘ be as in 
Theorem 2.1. For every set S of 4 vertices, let As be the event that S contains a 
Red Cit, and tet Br be as in Theorem 2. J . Then (1) holds with 
and 
y=uts\ 2 = exp fc,n”” (In n)‘], 
where cl, c2, cf. E are appropriately chosen. Expressing n in terms of t yields our 
result. 
1 (The upper bound r(C*, K,) = o(r’) is given in 141.3 
In general one has 
Here k is fixed, f approaching infinity, c dependent on k. There is a stranger 
result. Define I( G C’&, K,) as the minimal n so that if K, is edge-colored Red and 
Blue there exists either a Red C, for some i, 3 G i G k, or a Blue K,. 
Pro& Let G, B7 be as in Theorem 2.1. For ! S / = i, 3 G i G k, let As be the event 
tha: S contains a Red i-cycle. Let each As correspond to y, each & correspond to 
z where 
Then, for appropriate csr c2, c3, E the conditions of Theorem 1.3 are met. We sketch 
the analysis. We require 
Here t%“-’ is ao upper bound for the number of sets of size i intersecting agiven T, 
ITI = f, in at least two paints. For 3~ r’ < k, p’t2C2 = o@‘~-*“‘~-“). One may 
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choose cr,c2,~s,& so that z e -Map’:) 4 1. One further chooses 
i = k term, 
(1 + ~)~C~3tk-2 = (1 + &)c:c~~‘L-~“(L-“(ln n)‘< In 2. 
cI,c2,cJ,~ so that the 
c conditions of Theorem I.3 for each AS are then met zwtomatically. 
Erdiis, Faudree, Rousseau, and Schelp [4] have shown 
r(cL, K) s ((k - 2)(P + 2) + I}(r - I), 
where CT = [(k - 1)/2] for all k, t. For f fixed 
r(Cjg, K,) ?iJi cl I+“=. 
Ck, K,)s r(C’, K,) this gives an upper bound for r( s Ck, K,). 
n ftkms. Let G be a graph, girth (G) = min (i : G contains an i-cycle), x(G) = 
vertex YhrrJmatic number of G. 
Tkorem 3.4. Fix k 2 3. 77zere xist graphs G otc n vettices with 
girth (G) > k, x(G) > cn i’(k-‘)ln n. 
In particular, Theorem 10 states there exist graphs G of arbitrarily high girth and 
chromatic number, a result due to Erdiis 121. Set fk (n) equal to the maximal x(G) 
over all G on n vertices with girth(G) > k. Then 
dlrknbfk {id)> cd”k-‘)/ln n. 
The upper bound is also due to Erdiis [2]. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Consider the graph G consisting of those edges colored 
Red in the coloring given by Theor::m 3.3. G has e vertices, girth(G) > k, and 
i(G)st= ~~n’~-“‘~~%t n where i(G), the independence number, is the size of the 
maximal set of independent points. In general, 
x(G)3 WG) 
for WI color may be used more than i(G) times in a coloration of G. Hence 
x(G)* n/t = 0’-“/In n, 
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